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The theory was later extended to Pascal [3] , and implemented in the ASSET system [2, 4] . Laski has implemented the STAD system [6] , to assess context fesfing as described in [7] . is assigned a value at some point in a program, and no path using that value is ever exercised, it is unlikely that a faulty assignment would be detected.
The data flow criteria require that a program's test data cause the traversal of subpaths from a variable definition (an occurrence at which the variable is given a value) to either some or all of its uses (occurrences at which the variable's value is referenced).
A definition (in the remainder of the paper, this will be called a clef) and use connected by such a subpath is a clef-use association (the concept will be defined formally later in the paper). Recall that a def of *p is considered to be a possible def of each of the elements in its alias set, unless the alias set contains a single program variable V. In that case it is a definite def of V. A clef-use association w.r.t. a pointer reference *p is a triple (n,m,*p), where
n contains a def of *p, m contains a use of *p, the alias set of *p at n contains at least two elements, and is equal to the alias set of *p at m, there is at least one simtie~ath from n to m that is clef-clear w.r.t~ev~ry variable V in the alias set of *p, and clef-clear w.r.t. p.
Note that the prohibition of clefs of any variable in *p's alias set implies that there can be no clefs along the path of a dereferenced pointer *q whose alias set at the point of definition includes some element also in *p's alias set. Note that the path segments in question (<24, 25,26,35,36,40, 42,43,49> and c24, 25,26,35,38,40,42,43, 49>) 3. the value of V is not modified in any statement executed after the value is assigned to V in n until the value is used in m.
A set of def-use associations is said to have been exercised by a test set T provided that every defuse association in the set is exercised by at least one member of T.
To define the criteria, we also need the concept of a test case exercising a def First, it may be that none of the paths from the def to the use was executed. Second, it may be that one or more of the paths was executed, but that the potential clef-use association did not occur, i.e., either the path was not clef-clear, or the executed def and the executed use were not of the same variable (in the case of a very weak association). In the first situation, the test set has a real deficiency; the clef-use association never had a chance to be executed.
In the second situation, although the association has not been exercised, and hence the criterion not satisfied, at least the code connecting the def and use has been exercised. 
